Gemini

Give your patients the mobile-first
experience they deserve
Today’s patient consumers expect one-tap access to everything a
health system offers digitally—including your EHR and so much
more—on the device of their choice. Providing a Digital Front Door
that offers a seamless and satisfying patient experience will improve
engagement and drive patient loyalty.
Meet Gemini from DeliverHealth. It’s the first, comprehensive
patient experience platform that puts your entire health system at
your patients’ fingertips. Gemini integrates your EHR and all your
existing, disparate point solutions into a single, attractive Digital
Front Door.
Our award-winning platform is white-labeled, so you can leverage
the power of your brand. And because our app is optimized for iOS,
Android and Web, your patients will get instant digital access to your
providers, locations and services anytime, anywhere.

Create A Holistic End-User Experience
With embedded EHR functionality along with 30+ integrations
(and counting), Gemini’s single point of integration offers users a
convenient, easy-to-navigate experience and helps health systems
connect every digital interaction and transaction across all six areas of
the patient journey.

Connect all areas of
the patient journey

Get Next-Generation Functionality
By connecting the disconnected, Gemini
helps your health system achieve:
•

Growth – We start by integrating the
existing digital apps your patients
use right now. Then, because we’ve
built Gemini to scale as you do,
you can add new integrations and
functionality with ease.

•

Reliability – Annual app updates
and quarterly EHR updates mean
you’re fully supported with the
newest features and benefits.

•

Loyalty – Customize your interface
with extensive branding options to
fit your unique brand experience
and drive patient loyalty.

•

Transactional value – Eliminate
digital disruptions to drive increased
transactional value at every
customer touch point.

63%

of patients will switch
providers for a better
digital experience.

Make Patient Experience Your Competitive Differentiator

Start driving engagement, boosting patient loyalty and driving your health system forward
with Gemini today.

Call 888-571-5774 or Request a Demo

